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	World population at present stands at approximately 7 billion and is expected to cross the

	9 billion mark by the middle of this century. Though, food for the growing population is

	believed to be adequately produced the quality of food remains a question. Food quality

	depends on the quality of protein, and the aquatic food, especially the fish, has to be ensured

	to improve the quality of living. The harvest from the seas and fishable waters has been on the

	decline. Aquaculture, whether through traditional practices or through high technology

	industries, has provided practical and economically feasible solutions to rescue the declining

	wild catches of food fish . Currently, the aquaculture industry contributes to over 50% of the

	fish landed in the market on a global scale. Interestingly, Asia holds the lion’s share by

	contributing more than 77% of the world fish production. However, contribution to

	aquaculture by the Middle East and North Africa, popularly known as the MENA region, is

	not so encouraging as only five countries; Egypt, Iran, Israel, Nigeria and Iraq and Turkey

	have a traditional inclination to aquaculture. The remaining countries in the MENA contribute

	to less than 1% of the world aquaculture production. Research in the field of aquaculture has

	been a traditional strong hold in Israel, Kuwait, Iran, Turkey, Morocco, Tunisia and Egypt.

	The challenges in the path of developing aquaculture as a food production sector have to be

	addressed by the experts in the region. An account of aquaculture status and research needs in

	the Middle East and North Africa is presented here with several renowned aquaculture

	experts of the region contributing either detailed chapters, or expert commentaries on

	aquaculture health.
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Garageband 2: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2005
Whether you're a professional musician or a mere novice,  Apple's GarageBand software has everything you need to  produce commercial-quality recordings entirely on your own.   Just imagine how many thousands of singers and  instrumentalists remain undiscovered because they lack the  capability to produce viable demos.  Well, no...
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Web Design on a ShoestringNew Riders Publishing, 2003
With the struggling US economy, many businesses have had to implement steps to  curb expenses and pinch pennies. One of the first areas to feel these cutbacks  is the web site design and development group. Employees have been asked to fill  roles previously held by other employees due to staff reductions. At the same  time, these remaining...
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Secure Multi-Party Non-Repudiation Protocols and Applications (Advances in Information Security)Springer, 2008
Research oriented non-repudiation protocols have been active since the beginning of this millennium. It is time to take a step forward and realize that in many applications there are more than two entities. Secure Multi-Party Non-Repudiation Protocols and Applications supports this statement.
This volume provides state of the art in...
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XPath and XPointerO'Reilly, 2002
XML documents contain regular but flexible structures. Developers can use those structures as a framework on which to build powerful transformative and reporting applications, as well as to establish connections between different parts of documents. XPath and XPointer are two W3C-created technologies that make these structures accessible to...
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Cassandra Data Modeling and AnalysisPackt Publishing, 2014

	Design, build, and analyze your data intricately using Cassandra


	About This Book

	
		Build professional data models in Cassandra using CQL and appropriate indexes
	
		Grasp the Model-By-Query techniques through working examples
	
		Step-by-step tutorial of a stock market technical...
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Getting Started with SQL: A Hands-On Approach for BeginnersO'Reilly, 2016

	
		Businesses are gathering data today at exponential rates and yet few people know how to access it meaningfully. If you’re a business or IT professional, this short hands-on guide teaches you how to pull and transform data with SQL in significant ways. You will quickly master the fundamentals of SQL and learn how to create your...
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